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Abstract We study analytically propagating surface plasmon modes of a Kerr slab sandwiched between two
graphene layers. We show that some of the modes that
propagate forward at low field intensities start propagating with negative slope of dispersion and positive flux of
energy (fast-light surface plasmons) when the field intensity
becomes high. We also discover that our structure supports an additional branch of low-intensity fast-light guided
modes. The possibility of dynamically switching between
the forward and the fast-light plasmon modes by changing
the intensity of the excitation light or the chemical potential of the graphene layers opens up wide opportunities
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Introduction
Graphene is a two-dimensional periodic array of carbon
atoms arranged in a honeycomb lattice [1]. It has recently
received a great deal of attention due to its potential applications in optoelectronics [2] and plasmonics [3–6]. The
surface conductivity of graphene (σg ) can be effectively
modulated via tuning its chemical potential (μ) through
chemical doping, or electrostatic or magnetostatic gating
[1]. For Im σg > 0, graphene behaves as a very thin
metal layer capable of supporting transverse magnetic (TM)
surface plasmons (SPs) [7–13]. Tunability of plasmon resonance through the variation of μ, together with a relatively
large propagation length and a small localization scale of
SPs in the infrared (IR) and terahertz (THz) ranges, are key
advantages of graphene SPs over those supported by noble
metals like silver and gold [7]. A double layer or parallelplate waveguide (PPW) of graphene also supports SPs [14],
which are strongly localized between the layers and have
propagation length exceeding that of a monolayer graphene
[15]. Besides having remarkable sensing and guiding applications, this structure can be used in miniaturized nonlinear
optical couplers [16] and modulators [17].
It has been recently reported that the enhanced near
field of SPs supported by graphene monolayer facilitates
strong light–matter interaction at THz and IR frequencies
[18]. Such interaction is beneficial for nonlinear applications of graphene-enabled heterostructures, allowing one to
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make nonlinear effects pronounced even at moderate optical powers. Therefore, considering graphene as a material
with a nonlinear optical response [19], nonlinear propagation of light in a monolayer [20] and a double-layer [16]
of graphene have been studied theoretically. It has been
also found through pure analytical and numerical studies
that using a Kerr-type nonlinear medium as the substrate,
cladding or core medium in a metallic waveguide considerably affects the characteristics of SPs supported by such
structures [21–25]. These characteristics of a graphene sheet
on a Kerr-type nonlinear substrate [26] and a graphene PPW
bounded by the Kerr media [27] have been recently studied
while neglecting the nonlinear optical response of graphene.
This approximation is well justified provided that a nonlinear material with considerably large Kerr nonlinearity is
assumed in the calculations.
Here, using the method of refs. [24, 25], we derive an
exact dispersion relation for the TM SPs of a symmetric slot waveguide formed by a nonlinear Kerr slab of
width d and permittivity ε1 = ε1l + α|E|2 , which is sandwiched between two graphene monolayers at x = ±d/2
(see Fig. 1). In accordance with the existing literature, this
structure is referred to as graphene/Kerr-medium/graphene
(GKG) PPW. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed to be
bounded by a linear medium of permittivity ε2 . The result
is then used to analyze the properties of SPs for different
geometric and material parameters, including slot thickness, chemical potential, and the nonlinear part of the Kerr
permittivity.
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generally a complex-valued function, the real part of which
is responsible for the absorption losses in graphene [3, 7,
14, 15]. In order to derive an analytical dispersion relation
for the guided plasmon modes of our waveguide, we shall
restrict our consideration to frequencies exceeding 8 THz,
for which the absorption losses in graphene can be neglected
and its conductivity can be assumed purely imaginary. The
electric field of the propagating modes in the j th medium
(j = 1, 2), Ej = (Exj x̂ +iEzj ẑ) eiβz , can then be described
in terms of the x-dependent, real field components Exj and
Ezj satisfying the equations
qj2
dEzj
=
Exj ,
dx
β

(1a)

Exj dεj
dExj
+
= βEzj ,
dx
εj dx

(1b)

where qj2 = β 2 − εj k02 , k0 = ω/c is the free-space wave
vector, and β is the real propagation constant in the z direction. We would like to reiterate that the absence of energy
dissipation in the system (Im β = 0) is a direct consequence
of our simplifying assumption Re σg = 0.
It follows from Eq. 1a that
 − 2

q
dEz1 
= 1 Ex1 (d/2),
(2)

dx x=d/2
β
where (q1− )2 = β 2 − ε1− k02 , ε1− = ε1l + αE12 (d/2), and
2 (d/2) + E 2 (d/2). By taking the z field
E12 (d/2) = Ex1
z1
component in the surrounding medium x ≥ d/2 in the form
Ez2 (x) = Ez2 (d/2) e−q2 (x−d/2)

Dispersion Relation for Guided Plasmons
The schematic of the system considered in this paper is
illustrated in Fig. 1.
Following ref. [27], we shall neglect the nonlinear optical
response of graphene and describe its two layers using a linear surface conductivity σg , which is a function of frequency
(ω), temperature of the structure (T ), electron relaxation rate
(τ ), and chemical potential (μ) [28]. This conductivity is

(3)

and applying the standard boundary conditions[15, 27, 28]
for the TM wave at the graphene layer x = d/2,
Ez1 (d/2) = Ez2 (d/2),


ε1− dEz1
ε2 dEz2
−
(q1− )2 dx
q22 dx

(4)





x= d2

=−

we obtain the relation

(q1− )2
dEz1 
=
Ez1 (d/2),
dx 
ε−
x=d/2

σg
0 ω

Ez2 (d/2),

(5)

(6)

1

where = −ε2 /q2 + σg /(ω0 ) and σg = Im σg .
Using Eqs. 2 and 6, one can relate the two field components in medium 1 at the waveguide interface as Ez1 (d/2) =
ε1− Ex1 (d/2)/(β ). This relation yields:
2
(d/2) =
αEx1

Fig. 1 Schematic of the GKG PPW. The thin black lines represented
at x = ±d/2 show graphene layers inbetween the nonlinear Kerr material (ε1 = ε1l + α|E|2 ) is sandwiched. The structure is surrounded with
a linear material of ε2 = 4

ε1− − ε1l
.
 − 2
1 + ε1 /(β )2

(7)

To find the exact dispersion relation for the SPs supported
by the GKG PPW, we now need to know the dependency
Ez1 (Ex1 ), which requires knowing how ε1 varies with Ex1
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throughout the Kerr medium. By solving the conservation
law given in Eq. 2 of ref. [24],
2
] = C,
ε1 [ε1 − 2(2 − χε1 )αEx1

(8)

we then obtain for x > 0
ε1 (Ex1 ) =

2 + X(E )
2αEx1
x1

,
(9)
2
1 + 2χαEx1




2 2 + C 1 + 2χαE 2
where X(Ex1 ) =
2αEx1
x1 and
χ = (k0 /β)2 . The space-independent constant C can be
expressed through the electric field amplitude at the center of the waveguide. By denoting this amplitude as E0 and
introducing a new notation ε10 = ε1l + αE02 , we obtain
C = ε10 [ε10 − 2(2 − χε10 )αE02 ] for the symmetric mode
2 for
characterized by an even function Ex1 (x), and C = ε10
the antisymmetric mode characterized by an odd Ex1 (x).
Equations 7 and 8 now lead to the following fourth-order
algebraic equation with respect to the unknown permittivity
ε1− :



2 2 − χε1− ε1− − ε1l
C
−
.
(10)
ε1 − − =
 2
ε1
1 + ε1− /(β )2
Solving this equation for a given E0 allows one to find the
field components at the interface x = d/2, and calculate the
field distribution over the entire structure.
By finally applying Eq. 1b to medium 1 and using Eq. 9,
we arrive at the dispersion relation ω(β) in the implicit form
 Ex1 (d/2)
2
dEx1 ε1 (Ex1 ) + 2αEx1
βd
=
,
(11)
2
Ez1 (Ex1 )
X(Ex1 )
Ex1 (0)
where the lower limit is E0 for the symmetric mode and zero
for the antisymmetric mode.
As it should be, in the absence of graphene layers (σg =
0), Eq. 7 turns to Eq. 9 of ref. [24] and, thus, Eq. 11 reduces
to the dispersion relation of the SPs supported by a simple
nonlinear slot waveguide. In addition, as it has been proven
for a plasmonic waveguide [24, 25], we recover the dispersion relation of a symmetric graphene-covered PPW with a
linear core medium when α → 0.

Results and Discussion
To study the dispersion properties of GKG PPWs, we take
the following material parameters: ε1l = 2.5, ε2 = 4,
T = 300 K, τ = 1.35 × 10−13 s and μ = 0.2 eV. To
be able to ignore the nonlinear response of graphene in the
calculations, a highly nonlinear self-focusing material with
α = 6.4 × 10−12 m2 V−2 is also chosen [21, 27]. Furthermore, considering σglin E in the calculations are justified as
long as the optical frequency is above 1 THz for the modal
field strength of the order of ∼ 106 V/m.

Dispersions of the guided plasmonic modes of the considered GKG PPW are shown in Fig. 1 for two waveguide
thicknesses, d = 10 and 50 nm, and two values of the
nonlinear part of ε1 at the waveguide center, αE02 = 10−4
and 0.7. These values correspond to the nonlinear change in
the permittivity of about 0.004 and 28 %. One can see that
our waveguide supports three branches of guided plasmon
modes for αE02 = 0.7 and d = 10 nm. These modes are the
typical antisymmetric and symmetric branches, and an extra
branch of antisymmetric SPs, corresponding to negative
values of . Note that a linear graphene PPW can only support the ordinary forward-propagating antisymmetric and
symmetric SPs, which are shown in Fig. 2a by the black
solid and dashed-dotted curves [by forward-propagating we
mean the modes with positive group (vg ) and phase velocities (vph )]. Notice that supporting extra SPs by GKG PPW
is directly a consequence of the interactions between the
graphene SPs and the original modes of the Kerr slab.
It is also seen from Fig. 2a that the dispersions of typical antisymmetric and symmetric SPs roll downward for
wave numbers exceeding critical values βc1A d = 3.85 and
βc1S d = 4.175. This implies that highly confined modes
with negative slope of dispersion can also be supported by
the waveguide (check Fig. 3c to see how the modes are
confined). Similar to the backward SPs of a nonlinear plasmonic slot waveguide [24, 25, 29], the modes with negative
dispersion of the GKG PPW (we call them fast-light SPs)
are associated with much stronger electric fields than the
modes traveling forward for β < βc1 . This can be seen
by comparing the typical values of Ex and Ez in Fig. 3c
with similar values in Fig. 3a, b. It is worth noting that, for
the backward modes supported by the metal-insulator-metal
waveguides, the total energy flux in the propagation direction of SPs is negative and therefore vg and energy velocity
(ve ) lay in the same direction, antiparallel to vph [30].
To be able to investigate the physical origin of the modes
with negative dispersions represented in Fig. 2a, we calculated the averaged total energy flux of the SPs in the
propagation direction, z ( 12 Re{ ([E × H ∗ ] · ẑ)dx}). It was
found that since there is not any material with negative permittivity in the x direction, the total energy flux is positive
for the guided modes. Therefore, the power propagates in
the same direction as the phase, and thus there is not any
supported backward SP by the graphene-coated Kerr slab.
To make the type of the SPs with negative dispersion in our
system clear, following ref. 30, we used causality and reinvestigated dispersion of the modes. By considering a source
placed at z → −∞ and launching power in the positive
direction z, we applied a tiny loss (from either graphene or
the surrounding dielectric material) in the calculations and
obtained dispersion of the modal effective index of the SPs,
neff = βω/c where β = β  + iβ  . The numerically calculated dispersions revealed that the trend of the dispersion
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greater than the critical value fc2A = 100.2 THz (βc1S d =
3.131) shown by the arrow in this figure. Although these
modes are less confined to the waveguide, as it is seen by
comparing Fig. 3c with d, they can be excited at field intensities considerably smaller than those that are required to
excite the typical fast-light modes. Figure 2 illustrates the
antisymmetric nature of four SP modes shown in Fig. 2a
at f = 30 and 110 THz, and allows one to estimate their
confinement and the relative strengths of the electric field
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Fig. 3 Electric field
components Ex and Ez for four
antisymmetric guided modes in
Fig. 2a at f = 30 and 110 THz.
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schematic of system illustrated
in Fig. 1, the vertical black lines
represent graphene layers. From
panels (a) and (b), it is seen that
forward modes can be supported
for lower values of the electric
field intensities, as compared
with panels (c) and (d). From
the comparison between panels
(c) and (d), it is clear that extra
fast-light SPs can be supported
with considerably smaller values
of the electric field intensities
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antisymmetric (A) SP modes
supported by the GKG PPW
with αE02 = 0.7 for d = 10 and
50 nm, respectively. Panels c, d
are the same as (a) and (b) with
αE02 = 10−4 . The arrows denote
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critical points, where the curves
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(forward-propagating modes) to
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components. Since the electric field profiles of the symmetric modes are similar, they are not represented in the
figure.
The considered examples show that the presence of a
self-focusing Kerr medium at higher intensities (0.7/α) profoundly alters the dispersion of SPs of a linear graphene
PPW, giving birth to the typical fast-light guided plasmon
modes and an extra branch of forward/fast-light SPs. Taking αE02 = 0.7 and increasing d up to 50 nm causes the
typical SPs to be supported at lower frequencies, as can be
seen from Fig. 2b. There is also an additional branch of
forward-propagating antisymmetric SPs in this case. Also
noteworthy is that the typical antisymmetric and symmetric branches change their slopes at fc1 = 21.66 THz for
normalized wave numbers exceeding βc1S d = 3.647 and
βc1S d = 4.042, as indicated by arrows in Fig. 2b.
In case of applying light with lower intensity (10−4 /α),
one can see from Fig. 2c that:
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degeneracy can take place for different values of the chemical potential. Note that the dispersions of both symmetric
and antisymmetric modes are almost the same in Fig. 4d.
Besides, it is seen from this figure that there is an ascending or descending trend in frequency dispersion for different
values of μ. It is therefore clear that amending μ effectively
adjusts the SPs characteristics. As a consequence, one can
switch between the forward-propagating and fast-light SPs
supported by the GKG PPW by tuning the graphene chemical potential or αE02 . We have also investigated (results not
shown) the aforementioned tunable characteristics for the
second critical point, c2. It has been seen that, as for the
c1 points, the frequency and wavenumber of the c2 SPs
as well as the slope-sign of their dispersion curves can be
effectively adjusted by changing αE02 and μ.
To get more insight into the characteristics of the fastlight SPs, the dielectric constant of the Kerr medium as
a function of frequency (panels (a) and (b)) and the field
intensity at the center of the waveguide (panel (c)) are represented in Fig. 5. Notice that panels (a) and (b) are presented
for antisymmetric and symmetric SPs illustrated in panels
(a) and (c) of Fig. 2, respectively. Figure 5c is also consistent with Fig. 4a. The similar trend can also be seen for the
case we plot ε1 versus αE02 for the symmetric modes of
Fig. 2c.
Large and physically meaningless values of the upper
branch of ε1 with negative slope in panel (a) correspond to
the typical antisymmetric fast-light SPs in Fig. 2a, while the
lower branch with negative slope in this panel with smaller
values of ε1 corresponds to the extra fast-light-guided plasmon modes. This is the reason the modes with negative
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the wavenumber, can be supported for high intensities of the
light. This point is also in agreement with the large values of
the field components in Fig. 3c. Notice that the same thing
holds for the case of Metal-Kerr-Metal problem investigated
in refs. [24] and [25]. In contrast, the sensible values of the
permittivity for the modes with negative slope in panel (b)
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Fig. 2c with βc2S d < 2.542 for which a feasible value of the
light intensity is considered at the center of the waveguide.
From a practical point of view, considering αE02 = 10−4 is
more sensible than that of 0.7 and, we presented the results
for both values of high and low intensities of light to have
more extensive consideration of this problem.
Finally, we give a comparison between the GKG PPW
and the similar systems studied recently [16, 27]. In the
case where the nonlinear Kerr material surrounds the G
PPW (ref. [27]), the dispersion relation of our system can
be found numerically without the knowledge of the exact
field distribution in the nonlinear media. By having the
field intensity at the interface of graphene and the nonlinear
material, it would be possible to find the entire field distribution. In contrast, in this work, the core medium of the
PPW is considered as a Kerr-type nonlinear material, and
obtaining the exact dispersion relation of the system would
not be possible without having the field distribution inside
the core medium. Consequently, the process of solving the
problem presented in this study is different than the previously reported one [27]. Moreover, the same as a typical G
PPW, the structures analyzed in ref. [27] are capable of supporting only two branches of guided plasmonic modes with
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positive slope of dispersion. Another point should be highlighted here is that in ref. [16], considering the nonlinear
optical response of graphene in the calculations, it has been
shown that a G PPW with linear core medium and linear
cladding media, supports three types of nonlinear modes;
symmetric, antisymmetric, and asymmetric. In contrast, the
modes supported by our system are either symmetric or
antisymmetric. In addition to supporting extra branch(es) of
SPs, there is a possibility of having modes with negative
slope of dispersion in GKG PPW.

Conclusions
We have analytically studied the plasmon dispersion of
a symmetric graphene/Kerr-medium/graphene parallel-plate
waveguide. We found that, in addition to the typical guided
forward-propagating modes of a double-layer of graphene
with linear core medium, our structure supports additional
branches of antisymmetric and symmetric SPs. We also
showed that it is possible to excite fast-light SPs, modes
with negative slope of dispersion and positive energy flux,
in the waveguide. One can switch between the forward and
fast-light SPs by changing the light intensity or the chemical
potential of graphene.
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